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-Editorial-

Uterine leiomyosarcomas and leiomyomas: Two
similar uterine solid tumors, totally different for
prognosis.
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The uterine leiomyosarcoma (LMS) is a rare sarcoma arising from the smooth muscle cells found within the
myometrium, it is clinically aggressive smooth muscle malignancy, accounting for 2% to 6% of uterine malignancies
and an annual incidence of 1.7 per 100,000 women. Although uterine malignancies such as endometrial cancer are
common, uterine LMS accounts for only 1% of uterine cancers and is a part of uterine sarcomas’ group, who comprises:
carcinosarcoma (formerly known as MMMT, malignant mixed Mullerian tumor) (40% to 50%), leiomyosarcoma (30%
to 40%) and endometrial stromal sarcoma (10% to 15%). Every group has its own risk factors, presenting symptoms,
treatment response and prognosis. 1
Uterine smooth muscle tumors arise from the uterine myometrium and include leiomyomas (or fibroids) and uterine
LMS, who exhibits histological features similar to that observed in soft tissue leiomyosarcomas. In fact, smooth muscle
cell tumours may be divided into three groups: benign (leiomyoma), malignant (leiomyosarcoma), and tumors of
unknown malignant potential. 2
The behavior and treatment of leiomyomas and uterine LMS, however, markedly differs with a totally different
prognosis. Often referred to as fibroids, uterine leiomyomas are benign smooth muscle tumors, are quite common, with
high prevalence rates among women and symptoms and signs as, pain, pressure symptoms, menstrual disorders and
infertility or reproductive dysfunction. By contrast, uterine LMS are clinically aggressive smooth muscle malignancies
with poor prognosis “quad vitam”. Most cases arise de novo and not from pre-existing leiomyomas. 3,4
As leiomyomas enlarge, they may outgrow their blood supply, resulting in various types of degeneration: hyaline or
myxoid degeneration, calcification, cystic degeneration, and red degeneration. 3
A rapid increase in size of a uterine tumor in a post menopausal woman should always prompt an investigation to
exclude the possibility, of LMS arising. The differential diagnosis of leiomyomas includes adenomyosis, solid adnexal
mass, focal myometrial contraction, and LMS. Fibroids tumors are usually solitary with a large, poorly circumscribed
mass and a soft fleshy consistency with necrosis. 5
There is overlap in the age of diagnosis for fibroids and uterine LMS. However, patients with uterine LMS tend to be
older. Uterine fibroids tend to be diagnosed during the fourth or fifth decade of life, while uterine LMS is usually
discovered during the fifth or sixth decades of life. 6
The incidence of uterine LMS associated with surgical cases for presumed leiomyomas is low, at approximately 0.5%.7
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This risk increases with age and is as high as 1.7% for patients over the age of 60 years. 7 Although a rapidly growing
uterus has often been considered to be at high risk for uterine LMS, a review of the literature does not support this belief.
The incidence of sarcoma in patients having surgery for ‘rapidly growing’ leiomyomas is only 0.27%.8
As reported in literature, uterine leiomyomas are benign tumors composed predominantly of smooth muscle cells
separated by variable amounts of fibrous connective tissue with a good prognosis. 3,6,9
Uterine LMS appear as soft, fleshy and grayish yellow with areas of necrosis and hemorrhage. Histologically, the
diagnosis of uterine LMS relies on the presence of three criteria. Unambiguous uterine LMS demonstrates a Mitotic
Index (mitotic figures per ten high-powered field [HPF] = ten, cytological atypia and the presence of coagulative
necrosis). Most pathologists will diagnose uterine LMS in cases where two of the three criteria are present. By contrast,
uterine leiomyomas present as well-circumscribed, firm masses with whorled white-tan surfaces. On microscopic
evaluation, fibroids demonstrate interlacing, spindle-shaped smooth muscle cells. The nuclei are described as cigar
shaped. There is no evidence of necrosis or cytological atypia. Although mitotic figures may be present, they are rare.
The Mitotic Index is typically less than 1. 10,11
Although there is no true capsule, these tumors are well circumscribed and surrounded by a pseudocapsule, not present
in LMS analysis. 12
The uterine fibroid pseudocapsule is a fibro-neurovascular structure surrounding leiomyoma, separating it from normal
peripheral myometrium. The fibroid pseudocapsule is composed by fibrotic tissue, vessels and a neurovascular network
rich of neurofibers, as the neurovascular bundle surrounding prostate, but of this intriguing structure I’ll discuss later in
more detail. 13
Returning to discuss the difference among fibroids and LMS, the leiomyomas cut surface has a characteristic whorl-like,
trabeculated appearance, their size of uterine leiomyomas is variable, ranging from microscopic to large tumors that fill
the abdomen and leiomyomas may be single or, more frequently, multiple. 3,6,10,11
Although little is known about the factors responsible for the initial neoplastic myometrial transformation, it is
hypothesized that each leiomyoma arises from a single cell in the myometrium. 1,14
Several observations suggest that estrogens and progesterone play an important role in the growth of uterine fibroids:
they occur in women of reproductive age, often enlarge during pregnancy or during oral contraceptive use, and regress
after menopause. 3,13,15
As fibroids enlarge, they may outgrow their blood supply, recently evaluated as possible marker of leiomyoma
transformations. In fact, the myoma pseudocapsule vessels were studied by a preliminary three-dimensional
mathematical model, who showed an increase vascular tortuosity, disarray, an abnormal branching and the presence of
‘‘cul-de-sac’’ pseudocapsule vessels. All of these features are similar to malignant neoplastic tissue vessels features,
present in malignant tumors. It was not possible in this study to clarify if the pseudocapsule vasculature network could
be sustained by mechanical and inflammatory effects of myoma on myometrium, or produced by a sort of neoplastic
type of neoangiogenesis due to the fibroid growth or transformation, or even by a muscle and tissue healing process,
such as a neurovascular preparative reaction of female body to a fibroid expulsion (pedunculated fibroids), necrosis or
degeneration (hyaline or myxoid degeneration, calcification, cystic degeneration, and red or hemorrhagic degeneration),
allowing a normal uterine restoration. 16
Thus, there is little known about healing of the uterine scar tissue after surgical injury, as myomectomy and cesarean
sections. However wound healing is a dynamic, interactive process involving neuromediators, angiogenetic factors,
neuropeptides, blood cells, extracellular matrix, and parenchymal cells that follows three complex and overlapping
phases: inflammation, tissue formation, and tissue remodeling. 17
For this reason it is not clear what the origin and the goal of abnormal vascularization of fibroid pseudocapsule around
the fibroids, and it is not possible to indicate the pseudocapsule vessel abnormality as marker of neoplastic
transformation.
The categorization as either benign uterine leiomyoma or malignant uterine LMS is relatively straightforward for the
majority of uterine smooth muscle tumors. However, a limited but significant number of uterine smooth muscle tumors
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elude easy classification. Uterine neoplasms, which fail to meet criteria for uterine leiomyoma or for uterine LMS, are
often referred to as leiomyoma variants: these tumors demonstrate discordance with one or more features of uterine
LMS. The category includes atypical, cellular, mitotically active and bizarre leiomyoma. Other terms include hydropic
leiomyomas, myxoid leiomyomas, epithelioid leiomyomas, highly cellular leiomyomas and leiomyomas with unusual
growth patterns.
Kempson and Hendrickson acknowledge that a small group of uterine smooth muscle tumors exist for which we have
insufficient understanding to predict clinical outcome. 18
The authors apply the term smooth muscle tumors of low malignant potential (STUMP) to these neoplasms. 19
They include the following: smooth muscle tumors with minimal atypia with a low Mitotic Index but with uncertainty as
to the histological type (i.e., standard, myxoid or epithelioid); smooth muscle tumors with standard differentiation,
marked diffuse severe atypia, low Mitotic Index and uncertainty concerning the presence of coagulative tumor cell
necrosis; smooth muscle tumors with moderate-to-severe atypia with an uncertain Mitotic Index secondary to the
possibility that possible mitotic figures may be degenerating nuclei mimicking mitotic figures.
Rapid growth of a leiomyoma is not a reliable indication of sarcomatous degeneration. 20
In a retrospective review of 580 leiomyosarcomas, less than 3% of patients had a rapidly enlarging uterus. In the same
review, only one leiomyosarcoma was found in 371 women operated on for rapidly growing leiomyomas. 20
Even the symptoms can help in differential diagnosis: once again, patients with uterine LMSs report symptoms similar
to those associated with leiomyomas. These include vaginal bleeding, pelvic mass and pain. About the differential
preoperative diagnosis of fibroids and LMSs, Magnetic resonance (MR) imaging is the most accurate imaging technique
for detection and localization of leiomyomas. On T2-weighted images, non-degenerated leiomyomas appear as wellcircumscribed masses of decreased signal intensity; however, cellular leiomyomas can have relatively higher signal
intensity on T2-weighted images and demonstrate enhancement on contrast material–enhanced images. Degenerated
leiomyomas have variable appearances on T2-weighted images and contrast-enhanced images. 21
Although it has been suggested that an irregular margin of a uterine leiomyoma at MR imaging is suggestive of
sarcomatous transformation, 21,22 the specificity of this finding has not been established. The ability of MR imaging to
allow differentiation of cellular or degenerated leiomyoma from leiomyosarcoma of the uterus has not been assessed, to
our knowledge. The diagnosis of leiomyosarcoma is often first established by a pathologist after surgical removal of a
presumed benign uterine mass. 9,23
One more time, a diagnosis of leiomyosarcoma is safely established only by histology.
Although rare, as mentioned previously, uterine LMS is an aggressive disease with poor prognosis, and account for a
greatly disproportionate amount of deaths from uterine cancers. The optimal treatment of uterine leiomyosarcomas is
surgery, but data from the Mayo Clinic demonstrates median recurrence-free survival of 2.2 years and median diseasespecific survival of 4.9 years. 24
Several factors have consistently been demonstrated to be accurate prognostic indicators. Most notably, increased tumor
grade, higher stage and elevated mitotic count per ten HPF have been shown to be predictive of adverse outcome. 25
A recent review demonstrated 5-year disease-specific survival rates stage I, II, III and IV uterine LMS of 75.8%, 60.1%,
44.9% and 28.7%, respectively. 25
Other factors, including smaller tumor size, younger age and premenopausal status, have been correlated in some
investigations with improved survival. Recently, the absence of vascular space involvement was noted to be correlated
with enhanced survival. 26
A risk-assessment index based on a retrospective review of 208 uterine LMS patients was highly predictive of diseasespecific survival. The distribution of points was as follows: one point for age 51 years or older, tumor size larger than
5cm or stage II–IV disease; two points for grade 2 to 4. Patients were then classified as low risk (0 to 1 points),
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intermediate risk (2 to 3 points) or high risk (4 to 5 points). There were no disease-specific deaths in the low-risk group.
This index may help to counsel patients appropriately. 27
Discussing on leiomyomas’ treatment, in recent years, new advancements in endoscopic surgery, including the use of
laparoscopic or robotic surgery in leiomyomas removal, have been considered as the true alternative to laparotomy with
numerous advantages, such as short hospitalization, decreased need for postoperative analgesia, less intraoperative blood
loss, and good outcomes in subsequent pregnancy. 6 Last evidences on the neurofibers and neuropeptides in fibroid
pseudocapsule suggest a new horizon in endoscopic gynecological surgery, which can be called: intracapsular fibroid
nerve-sparing laparoscopic “microsurgery”, or intracapsular fibroid nerve-sparing robotic assisted “nanosurgery”, in
case of robotic magnification. 13 A great advantage of intracapsular laparoscopic myomectomy is the reproducibility of
its application for all laparoscopic myomectomies, as a safe, feasible and minimally invasive technique. 12 Intracapsular
myomectomy enhances myometrium integrity peripheral to fibroid site, by preserving the neurovascular bundle and
neurotransmitters surrounding fibroids, for uterine healing and the myometrium restoration after surgery. Moreover,
allowing corrected myometrial healing, intracapsular myomectomy should preserve reproductive outcomes and normal
labor and delivery, for less bleeding, better neurovascular bundle sparing for scar quality, and post-operative adhesions
reduction. 6,13
Concluding, differently from uterine leiomyoma, LMS is a rare but extremely aggressive subtype of uterine malignancy
from mesenchymal elements, that account for 3% of uterine cancers, consists of several histological types, and the
strongest prognostic factor for all the sarcomas is the stage at diagnosis. Recently, a new International Federation of
Gynecology and Obstetrics (FIGO) classification and staging system was specifically designed for uterine sarcomas in
an attempt to reflect their differing biological behavior. 29
Exclusion of several histologic variants of leiomyoma, as well as "smooth muscle tumors of uncertain malignant
potential," frequently misdiagnosed as LMS, has made apparent that LMSs are associated with poor prognosis even
when seemingly confined to the uterus. 2,9
Radiological diagnosis prior to surgery is difficult, with the diagnosis frequently made post-operatively. In fact, because
of tumor rarity and histopathologic diversity, a way to effectively diagnose an LMS before surgery has not yet been
identified, with subsequent bad histological surprises after a fibroid or uterine removal. 30
Finally, no standardized treatment for any histological type has yet been established and overall survival is poor: 5-year
survival rates of 50% to 70% for patients in stage I and 0 to 20% for the remaining stages. Surgery remains the mainstay
of treatment for uterine sarcoma, demonstrating a curative potential regardless of histological type. 31
Effective adjuvant therapy to prolong survival has not yet been established. Because neither currently available radiation
therapy nor different combinations of cytotoxic chemotherapeutic agents is likely to have a major impact on the course
of uterine sarcoma, alternative approaches such as molecularly targeted therapies need to be explored.
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